A central laboratory and deliveries within an hour from the order throughout Milan and Hinterland.

This is how we started in 2000, when digital was new and the concept of delivery unknown.

**Twenty-two years have passed and today, as then, we are innovation and quality.**

**Tramezzino.it** is a preferred partner of companies for catering and business lunch services.

Today it aims to satisfy all palates with tasty variants including cold menus, bagels, salads, fresh fruit, desserts, BOX LUNCH and an entire Unit dedicated to Pastries. All to be conveniently ordered online or arranged with our sales representatives. Delivery service is on time and guarantees product freshness and integrity.

**Samira Furiosi**
Tel.: 375 5870476
Samira.furiosi@tramezzino.it

**Reds.**
The "tramezzini" for lovers of meat with the best Italian cured meats.

**Blue**
The most sophisticated "tramezzini," with fish that is always freshest.

**Green**
The "tramezzini" for vegetarians: fiber and vitamins without sacrificing taste.

**White**
The lightest "sandwiches," without mayonnaise with a dollop of sour cream.

Alongside “Tramezzini” and bagels, the offerings are expanded:

- **Risi & grains:** hot and cold dishes made with rice, pasta or cereals, enriched by fresh combinations and never mundane.
- **Salads & poké:** six types of tasty salads and five tasty and fresh exotic variations.
- **Fruit and desserts:** fresh fruit compositions and a rich selection of pastries for the sweet tooth.
- **Juices and drinks:** fresh fruits and vegetables of the highest quality freshly centrifuged and glass beverages for every need.